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View from across 3rd Avenue & L Street corner (facing southeast)

View north along parking on east side of site View into southeast corner of site View east along parking on south side of site
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View south to Alaska Victims Memorial

View west to Hostetler plaque

Alaska Victims Memorial

View south toward Hostetler plaque

Alaska Victims Memorial

Hostetler plaque
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Deciduous trees to 
provide shade and a 
sense of enclosure

Shrubs along east and 
south edges of site 
to provide a sense of 
enclosure to the park and 
partly screen cars

Annual or perennial 
planting beds

Memorial circle walk

Main Alaska Victims 
Memorial Plaque

Names for Alaska Victims 
Memorial within Forget-

Me-Not plantings

Existing 
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Hostetler stone (existing 
location) with stone rotated 

180 degrees.

Central ornamental tree to 
provide spring color and 

draw visual interest

Existing tree to retain if possible

Lawn

Lawn

Lawn

Lawn

Existing trees to retain if possible

Seating facing center 
planting, Hostetler stone 

and view to Cook Inlet

Circular pavers to provide 
informal connection to parking
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The design intent for this park renovation is to honor it 
as Hostetler Park and to enhance it as it relates to it’s 
community importance as a memorial and meaningful 
space for Victims for Justice. The vision for this project is to 
give hope and presence to victims and their families, and to 
help defeat the rippling impact of violence throughout our 
community while developing a safe, calm and meaningful 
space. The redesign of this space seeks to provide a calm 
place for relaxation, and to refl ect on the people that it 
memorializes and the work that needs to be done. Seating 
areas point people toward the excellent views of Cook 
Inlet, toward the Hostetler stone, and are set within a new 
memorial area. The Alaska Victims Memorial itself will 
be more inward focused with a main plaque in a central 
area, and victim names on plaque groupings set within 
plantings of Forget-Me-Nots. The monuments and their 
accompanying hardscape, lighting and planting design 
create a welcoming space with a central focus.


